Dear Researcher

IAJPR is the one of very few Journals in world to gives Plagiarisms Report of Manuscript to Authors.

**Please don’t feel that your manuscript will be rejected, we just want to improve quality of your Paper and make it most genuine.**

The Red portion suggests percentage of direct copy.
The web address below paragraph suggest source from which material has been copied.

**What is Plagiarisms?**

Plagiarism is the illegal use and theft of someone else's published work or written material.

In simple language Plagiarisms means copy of some ones work and publishing/presenting it on your name.
The humble effort of IAJPR is make your manuscript genuine. In future Plagiarisms is going to play a great role and direct copy without modification or citation will be treated as malpractice and will ground for rejection of your work.

**What we want you to do.**

Please format the line in your own words to reduce Plagiarisms.

Thank You
Plagiarism Detector - Plagiarism Detection Software

"Plagiarism Detector" is a Plagiarism Detection Software to check for Plagiarism in text documents. It is a fast and reliable Plagiarism Checker!
Plagiarism Detection Supported Languages: (and others)

Plagiarism Detector has won a number of Plagiarism Detection competitions:

- The 2nd place position, by HTW Berlin, in 2008 Germany [more]
- The 4th place 1st International Plagiarism Detection Competition 2009, Spain [more]

We are proud to announce Plagiarism Detector recent achievements in 2010:

- Conference 2010 “Plagiarism 2010”
  - The Plagiarism Conference 2010, New Castle upon Tyne, UK, presented an innovative method
- PAN 2010 LAB Uncovering Plagiarism
  - The 8th place 2nd International Plagiarism Detection Competition 2010 (CLEF2010), Italy, Padova

Plagiarism Detection Software is used by

- Universitatea din Bacau, Romania
- St. Charles Community College, Tx, US
- Sultan Qaboos University, Muscat, Oman
- University of Malta, Tal-Qroqq, Msida, Malta
- VLM Partners, Pittsburgh, PA, US
- Institute for Medical Research, Kuala Lumpur
- TMI, The Episcopal School of Texas, Tx, US

And many others!